Name: Stephen Devereux
How do you help our Club?: I run meetings, help organise events, run workshops, help with
equipment, provide first aid cover, enforce club rules, deal with disputes, complaints and
sensitive matters, am a signatory for the club accounts and bring cheer!
How long have you been volunteering?: Approximately 5 years
Why do you volunteer?: So that I can help everyone else to enjoy circus skills as much as I do.
What's the best thing about volunteering?: The satisfaction of being a part of the team that
keeps the biggest and best unicycle club in the UK developing.
And the worst!?: It can be time consuming but only as much as you want it to be.
Where do you live?: Stockton‐on‐Tees
Other interests / hobbies: Cycling, running, badminton, tennis, climbing, kayaking, medicine,
astronomy, DIY.
If you were given £1,000,000 how would you spend it?: I would build a unique and dedicated
unicycling/circus centre.
Sweet or savoury?: Savoury

Favourite films?: Braveheart, the Lord of the Rings trilogy, the Hobbit, Star Wars (all of them),
Gladiator, Toy Story, the Green Mile, Kill Bill (both), the Holiday and too many others to mention.
Favourite TV shows?: House, the Walking Dead, the Big Bang Theory.
Favourite books?: Angels & Demons by Dan Brown, the Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown, the Hobbit
by J.R.R. Tolkien, Emperor (quadrilogy) by Conn Iggulden.
Favourite holiday destination / habits?: Haven't visited enough places that I want to in order
to have a favourite yet! Habits on holiday include exploring, eating local food, attempting the
local language (far too much research prior to holiday!) and unicycling.
The next skill you'd like to learn?: One foot backwards and more 3 & 4 ball tricks.
5 things to do before you die:
Fly a plane.
Jump out of a plane.
Holidays to Canada, USA, China, Japan, Australia, New Zealand and others.
Qualify as a nurse and advance to the level of nurse practitioner or above (or doctor!!!).
Buy a plot of land, design and build my own home.
How would you change the world?: With supreme powers? I'd make an endless supply of all
natural resources so that the petrol car will never die (amongst other things) and prevent
damage to the planet such as global warming. Without supreme powers? Then what you ask is
impossible…
Hidden talents?: Singing, dancing and playing the violin (not all at the same time).

